
February 8,2021

Director of Research and Technical Activities
Project No.4-6P
Governmental Accounting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7
PO Box 51 16

Nonnralk, CT 06856-51 1 6

Dear Director,

Please accept the following response from our appointed Accounting Standards Review Committee as
official comment from the Oregon Governmental Finance Officers Association (OGFOA).

We are responding to the Government Accounting Standards Board's (GASB) request for written
comments to Preliminary Views Project No. 4-6P Revenue and Expense Recognition.

Although we disagree with the assertion that exchange / non-exchange is a problem, we do agree that
there needs to be a solid conceptualframework underlying revenue and expense recognition. lt seems
obvious that the Board has already made up its mind, so we will focus our comments on the new model
the Board has decided on.

Since the Board is leaving areas like leases on the exchange / non-exchange foundation, maybe a solid
conceptual framework should be built for that also.

At a bare minimum, please replace Category A / Category B with Performance Obligation / Non-
Performance Obligation. Teaching governmental accounting is already difficult and this is an oblique
approach which will be harder to teach. lt will also increase the level of difficulty encountered when
explaining government accounting to elected officials and citizens. Please simplify by using the
categories Performance Obligation / Non-Performance Obligation.

Please be more careful with your examples. Members of our committee attempted to work through
them and arrived at different conclusions than those indicated in your document.

There are some grants which have components of both performance obligation and non-performance
obligation. There are also situations where a grant (e.9., CARES) falls into a different category
depending on what type of government receives the grant (e.9., a county vs a hospital). The guidance
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needs to be clear that users should always go back to the flow charts and categorize the grant based
on the facts and circumstances of the grant agreement.

Assuming the Board does move fonuard with the short{erm reporting model, we feel the standard
resulting from this preliminary views document be implemented at the same time as the reporting model.

ln chapter 7 paragraph 7 the Board defines a "transaction" as "external events between a government
and another party...". The section addresses scope and by reference to "external transactions"
appears to indicate that internaltransactions (e.9. between funds or between a component unit and a
primary government) are outside the scope of the guidance. What would internal activity be if not
"transactions"? Similarly, some financial activity with external parties (e.9., leases) remains based on
exchange / non-exchange and is out of scope. What would lease activity be if not "transactions".

Although outside the scope of this project, a conceptual framework for internal activity would be nice to
have.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide input on this exposure draft.

Sin

Ron Harker
Oregon Government Finance Officer Association President


